CIS 419/519
Python Development Environment
Anaconda + PyCharm
Anaconda
Where packages, notebooks, projects and environments are shared.

Powerful collaboration and package management for open source and private projects.
Public projects and notebooks are always free.
Private plans start at $7/month.

Why you'll love Anaconda Cloud

Making it easy to share packages, notebooks, projects and environments to be more collaborative.

- Great collaboration starts with communication.
- Friction-less deployment across the globe.
- Move from public to private easily.
- Fastest growing open source community.
PyCharm
Thank you for downloading PyCharm!

Your download should start shortly.

Download and verify the file's SHA-256 checksum.

---

Getting Started

Enter your email address to receive tips and tricks.

I agree to my email address being used by JetBrains for commercial communications, and to process my personal data for this purpose in accordance with its privacy policy. Additionally, an unsubscribe link is included in each email.

SUBSCRIBE

---

Try other developer tools by JetBrains

IntelliJ IDEA
The most intelligent Java IDE

WebStorm
The smartest JavaScript IDE

DataGrip
Many databases, one tool
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Welcome to PyCharm 2017.3.2
Get familiar with the main features of the IDE by reading these tips.
Try out the features described in the tips while this dialog stays open on the screen.
If you close the dialog, you can always get back to it using Help | Tip of the Day on the menu bar.
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